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A solar bonding string ΔH (18.10-12mtr) is an active, kinetic, driving force distributing solar heat 
through water. A +H2O- dipole contains 18 of these units and 1mole dipoles therefore has a collision 
weight of 10-12 gram/mole. When this mass is hit by a single solar ΔH string hypothetically 3mole, 
4-D H2O+,- monopole wave particles would be generated with parallel proton potential energy of 
1/3.10-10Volt.cm, and electrical proton current (mtr/Volt) energy of 300.000km/C. The combined 
collision  energy E (mgh)  would  be  mc2 (m=1).  However,  the  rules  of  electricity  forbids  such 
collision (protons move actively from + to – potential and ΔH is a kinetic driving force) and that is 
why n 3-D dipoles, following a phase transition from mole/ltr into ltr/mole (a characteristic of fluid 
dynamics) get transformed into a  closed current loop of 6n, 2-D H2O+,- monopole wave-particles 
instead1, having a 2-D energy of 6.1012/10 ltr/grammole. The 2-D/3-D energy ratio of these wave 
particles, 6.1011/n.10-12, must be 1 and n is therefore 6.1023H2O+,-. Hence, a 2-D volume of 1ltr in a 
3-sphere (see below) contains the electromagnetic monopole wave energy of 1 mole dipoles (the 
dipoles themselves disappeared in the process), which fly with the speed of light c through that 
volume, driven by the energy E of a single bonding string ΔH. 

The described process is known as the famous 3-world (4-D, 3-D, 2-D) conjecture of Poincaré, 
stating that each loop in a 3-sphere can be tightened to a single point. Here we showed that the point 
even may be smaller than that, it is an induction energy (ΔH), smaller than the point described by 
Perelman2. As result our globe looks like an inverted 3-D water molecule (poles included), but in 
reality we live in the 2-D surface of a closed 4-D 3-sphere.  Heat conversion phenomenologically 
takes place in a 1ltr volume split into 0.1ltr (2-D) and 0.9ltr (3-D), in a ratio of 0.9ltrice/0.33C 
below, and to 0.081ltr/30mC above 0°C. The ratio is 2.7ltr/C in both cases, or 2.718 ltr/C, the base 
number of natural logarithm, when including the disappeared dipoles (0.018ltr/C). It suggests that 
natural logarithm is an inborn property (as for example the Nernst potential)3,4.

Poincaré's Theorem furthermore states that the 3-D/2-D conversion has infinite recurrence time. It 
allows for example heat to be stored as electrical information in water (e.g. as memory capacitance 
in spines). In such case enzymes like 3Na/2K-ATPase realize the recurrence from 2-D to 3-D. In the 
ambient  environment  the  recurrence  is  realized  by  2nd to  3rd order  equilibrium  reactions  like 
O3=3/2O2.  The  heat  furthermore  is  choked  by  these  logarithmic  2nd to  3rd order  conversion 
mechanisms, which temporarily prevent global warming. However, real cool down in our closed 
global 2-D environment is realized by the genome because it is able to store (conserve) ΔH heat 
first as H+,OH- heat in amino acid terminals, subsequently as parallel capacitance (heat) in proteins 
and finally, after re-synthesis, as combustion heat in the natural resources. Exploiting the energy 
stored in these resources will give rise to environmental temperature increase in our closed global 3-
sphere system. Conservation of this energy therefore seems the best CF care everyone can get. 
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